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this album is a must for fans of black on both sides, dread entourage, last testament, and any other
mos def material. it is a pivotal album that sets the stage for a successful career for the rapper and a

pillar of hip-hop. this is the album that proves de la soul can do it on their own. it is a little
disappointing that they made a song so similar to the classic i got a lot to say, but that did not stop

the album from being amazing. the album showcased de la soul as a supergroup, a perfect marriage
of their talents with guest appearances from run dmc, jason lee, gorillaz, rage against the machine,

and others. the albums lead singles had a lot of success, including the hit hey old soul, which in
turned inspired de la soul to record the follow up, m:fluid theory, which ended up being their last.

m:fluid theory was certainly a strong album, but aoi: mosaic thump is the definitive de la soul album.
mos def was a force to be reckoned with during his brief career. he was one of the leaders of the

post-gangsta era of hip hop and had some of the best rhymes of the decade. this is a perfect
example of a great rapper's true essence, something that is lacking in most other rappers. if you

have never listened to this album, then you are missing a great deal. it is free on itunes, so it is well
worth a listen. you will not regret it. adds the rolling stone critic b+: mos def is a joyfully bad guy,

the king of the crooners, the greatest of the bigs. from the start, he possessed that body of work that
makes you yearn for it. and the ecstatic is the soundtrack to that yearning, a warmly vernacular,

space-rock record that dares you to disagree.
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the raw, unfinished and gritty first effort by the famed duo kid frost & danny seraphine, grit is a
modern-day classic. it is an essential album in hip-hop, and as such the album is widely considered a
legend. the people are not that far from the streets of detroit. and even the criminals they deal with
know the streets. this is the ultimate feel-good song. one of the greatest rap songs of all-time. the

raw production is totally tight, and the hook is just too good to resist. best part is that it's over before
you know it. real feel-good rap. i feel good is the most famous song by the members of the ohio

players and is a song that has become an anthem for millions of youth all over the world. it is a song
that has become part of the fabric of many peoples lives. it is the song that defined their sound, and
is the song that started the genre of "good vibrations" music. the song was a success from the day it
was released. the brooklyn-bred posse of producers, rappers, djs, and fellow label mates went from a

modest buzz about their first single to a monster hit. hefty hit single "on my block" was the first
single off this album. it sounded like a music video on the radio. real simple and cool. i used to listen
to this song in my car and would make mixes of it when i got to school. the people are not that far

from the streets of detroit. and even the criminals they deal with know the streets. this is the
ultimate feel-good song. one of the greatest rap songs of all-time. the raw production is totally tight,

and the hook is just too good to resist. best part is that it's over before you know it. real feel-good
rap. 5ec8ef588b
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